
FLOOD 
The Job at Hand 
When God commanded Noah to “make yourself an ark of gopherwood” he set our hero on a path 
that was far from easy. Noah would spend the next century building a giant barge to the exact 
specifications of Genesis 6:14-16. 

Why was God so exact in his specifications? Is there a purpose behind the specifics? 

The Details 
The ark was to be made of gopher wood. While we can’t be sure, some scholars believe it to be 

an ancient term for cypress which was widely used in shipbuilding in the ancient world due to 

its resistance to                                         . 

The measurement used to build the ark was a                                       . That term is found over 

100 times in Scripture (famously in David and Goliath) and is normally considered to be the 

distance between a man’s                                         and the tip of his                                       

finger (roughly 18 inches).   

That means the ark had the following measurements according to our understanding: 

A Length of 300 cubits =                                        feet. 

A Width (breadth) of 50 cubits =                                         feet. 

A Height of 30 cubits =                                        feet. 

It also contained a roof roughly 18 inches (1 cubit) above the decks for ventilation, a door on one 

of the sides, and three decks (lower, second, and third) possibly there to separate the 

animals from each other and from Noah’s family. There is no mention of a rudder or sails 

though.  

What can we assume about the ark because of its design? 
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The Covenant  
In this story, God destroys the world, but also makes a covenant. Those ideas may seem 

counterintuitive, but in fact, they are connected. The old world is gone and a new world is 

created out of its “ashes” and molded in God’s image through Noah’s faith.  

How does the idea of a promise continually fit into this story during the construction, the 

storm, and the deliverance? 

The Process 
When we consider all that happens in this story we see several big-picture items that still 

hold true today worth noting: 

The                                               of mankind’s sin (see also Romans 3:23). 

The                                               of Noah’s faith (see also First Corinthians 6:11) 

The                                               and                                              care of God.  

With all of that so clearly seen, how can we not be amazed at the statement of 6:22, “Noah did 

all that commanded him?” 

                                                

                                               


